CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORY OF SURFACES IN A
4-SPACE OF CONSTANT CURVATURE
BY

YUNG-CHOWWONG?)
1.1. Introduction. A Riemannian 4-space is a space of constant
and is denoted by 54, if its Riemann tensor is of the form
R.\u = — C(aK\öß — atßo\)

curvature

(p, k, X, u = 1, • • • , 4),

where a,\ is the fundamental tensor, ô* the Kronecker delta and C a scalar,
which is automatically
a constant. A Euclidean 4-space, which we denote
by Ri, is a special case of 54. In this paper we study a few special surfaces
Vi in an 54, including those in an P4. The method used is invariant and is
similar to those of Ricci (2) [14] and Graustein [9] for their studies of surfaces
in a Euclidean 3-space. In essence, we first set up a suitable system of invariant fundamental equations for a Vi in 54 and then express the imbedding
requirements
of F2 in 54 in terms of the intrinsic properties of Vt. §1.2 contains some formulas in the intrinsic theory of Vt which are useful for our
later work. In §2, the curvature
tensor H¿¿' and the curvature
conic (G)
for a Vt in 54 are introduced and discussed. Regarding Ha' as a pencil of
tensors, we find a certain relationship between the nature of the pencil and
that of the conic (G). Some formulas concerning (G) are then given, including
one which leads to an interesting interpretation
of the Gaussian curvature
of Vt in terms of (G). §3 contains the fundamental
equations for Vt in 54 in
invariant form and an outline of the method used for the study of some surfaces with preassigned curvature
properties.
§4 is devoted to the study of
minimal Vt, and, in particular, the P-surface of Kommerell. In §5, ruled surfaces in 54 are considered. §6 gives a special imbedding of P2 in P4. The
paper ends in §7 with the determination
of those Vt in 54 whose first fundamental form and one of whose second fundamental
forms are respectively
identical with the first and second fundamental
forms of a Vt in S3.
1.2. Some useful formulas. Here are some intrinsic formulas for a Vt,
which will be used in our later work and can be verified readily. Let gcb
(a, b, c = l, 2) be the fundamental
tensor of a Vi which is supposed to be positive definite, and let ifa, ifa be two mutually orthogonal congruences (that
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where 46)=&k¿(6)>and 5J is the Kronecker delta.
The geodesic curvatures
are, respectively,
¡\

o\

(to within sign) of the two congruences

U-4J

P = — t(2)*(l)H,c,

o

h

where the comma
Let us write

denotes

covariant

(L3)

'"

-(1)

h

derivatives

-(S)

a = — t<l)t(2)H.c,

differentiation

Sif = imf.«

as the directional

•'

i"i)>*S)

with respect

to gct.

S2f=imf.c

along the congruences

ifa, i"2y Then the in-

tegrability condition for ôif, 5if is

(1.4)

(Mi - Mi + P5i - aS2)f = 0,

that is, (1.4) is the necessary

and sufficient condition

that two scalars, which

we denote by 5i/, ôrf, be the directional derivatives along i"lU ifa.
The first and second differential

(1.5)

parameters

Ai/ = (Sif)2 + (S2f)2,

The Gaussian curvature

for gcb are, respectively,

A2f = (Sr5i + 5252+ aSx + ßS2)f.

K (that is, the scalar curvature)

of V2 is given by the

Liouville formula :
(1.6)

K - - (Sia + Siß + a2 + ß2).

(1.5) and (1.6) are of course independent of the choice of ifa, i'2).
The condition for ifa, ifa to be an isometric net is

(1.7)

Sia-5iß

If *û), »(2)are two other mutually
(1.8)

i(D = ¿(i) cos 0 + t(2) sin 0,

= 0.

orthogonal

congruences

defined by

it(2) = — i(i) sin 0 + t{2) cos 0 (( = ± 1),

then
(1.9)

ôi = cos 0Si + sin 0 S2,

e52 = — sin05i + cos052;

a = - ($i0 - (3) sin 0 + (Ô20+ a) cos 0,
- e£ = (5i0 - ß) cos 0 + (520 + a) sin 0.

From (1.9) and (1.10) we have
(1.11)

((bit* - biß) = S2a - Siß + A20.

Therefore, if ifc, i"2)are an isometric net, then ifa, i"2)are also one if and only
if A20= O.
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For the linear element

(that is, fundamental

(1.12)

469

form)

ds2 = Edu2 + Gdv\

we have
ôi =->

1

(1.13)
V

52 =

£1/2

a =-dvlogG1'2,

'

ßlll

6

(ECy^l

£1/2

ß =-dv

'

■"

1

d

d\

du

dv/

logE1'2,

qui

\ E1'2 )

/
\
6

\ G1'2 /J

For the linear element

(1.14)

ds2 = 2Fdudv,

we have

(1.15)

2
At = — dvdu,
F

1
K=-d„du
F

log P.

Closely connected with (1.14) is the Liouville equation

(cf. Knoblauch

[10,

p. 543])
(1.16)

dvdu log X = ¿Xs

(A, B constants),

the solution of which is

(1.17)

2t/'F'

\B =

AB(1 + UV)2

where U, V are respectively arbitrary non-constant
functions of u, v alone,
and the prime denotes differentiation.
2.1. The curvature tensor H¿¿'. We shall use the general notation of

Schouten-Struik

[15, chaps. 2, 3]. Let y* («, X, • • • =1, •• -, 4) be the co-

ordinates in 54(8), with positive definite fundamental tensor a\„ and let rç„
VMbe the Christoffel symbol of the second kind and the symbol of covariant
differentiation with respect to a\„ respectively.
In 54 we introduce a surface Vi by the equations

(2.1)
Then

(2.2)

y'=y'(M")
the first fundamental

tensor

induced

(a, b =1,2).
in Vt by 54 is

gcb= üuBIbI,

(') Although the definitions and results in §§2.1-2.3 are stated for a Vt in an Sf, most of
them also hold for a Vt in any Riemannian 4-space.
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where
(2.3)

B'b=dby".

At each point P of V2, the connecting tensor Bb spans the tangent plane
to V2at P. Let ifo (p, q = 3, 4) be two mutually orthogonal unit vectors nor-

mal to Vi, defined at each point of V2.Then

(2.4)

».*? = - EXXVxi,<3,),

where 4p)==o«xíü,), is the second fundamental
mal ilnY The curvature tensor
/"> c\
(.2.5)

rr" "
ticb
=

1 <3>-*
t
«ci, *C3) T

tensor

of V2 in 54 for the nor-

7 (4) ■"
«c6 *(4)

is independent of the choice of i'py
Two directions ia, j" in V2 are called conjugate if
(2.6)

Hcb'icjb=0.

In particular,

(2.7)

if a direction /" satisfies

£.;;;//=

0,

it is called an asymptotic direction. In general, there are two and only two
conjugate directions but no asymptotic direction.
Let (C) be a curve on Vi passing through P and with unit tangent vector
i" at P. Then the component

PQ = W
in the normal plane of Vi of the curvature

(2.8)

vector of (C) with respect

to 54 is

» = flè»*V,

which depends only on i* and is called the normal curvature vector.oí V2 in
Si for the direction i" at P. The locus (G) of the end point Q as *B takes all
the possible positions in the tangent plane is an ellipse, proper or degenerate,
in the normal plane. We shall call (G) the curvature conic of V2 in 54 at P.
From (2.5) it follows that the equations of (G) in the rectangular
Cartesian coordinates z, t with axes ¿"3), ifa are
.„

(2.9)

-

, (3) ,c.b

z = hcb 1 1 ,

(4) .c.6

t = hcbi 1.

2.2. The tensor H^' and the conic (G). Owing to the arbitrary choice of
¿(3) in (2.5), H;¿' may be considered as a pencil of tensors X¿^' +¡j.hiJ¡>. We
shall now proceed to prove the following relationship between the characteristics of this pencil (in the sense of the theory of elementary divisors (4)) and
(') See, for example, Bôcher [l, chaps. 20-21].
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the geometric properties
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of (G) and P.

Theorem
2.1. If the pencil He¡,' is not singular, we denote as usual the
characteristics of the pencil by squared brackets. Then for :
[ll], (G) is an ellipse not passing through P, which degenerates into a line
segment if and only if the conjugate directions of Vt are orthogonal to each other.
[(11)], (G) is a line segment passing through P but not ending at P.
[2], (G) is a non-degenerate ellipse passing through P.
If the pencil of tensors is singular, (G) is a line segment ending at P.
Proof. We first
Let it be A^'. Then
Case 1. [ll]. A
under consideration
(2.10)

suppose that there is a nonsingular tensor in the pencil.
we have the following cases.
coordinate system(6) ua in V2 exists so that at the point P
the equations (2.9) of (G) take the form

2 = ^(i1)2

+ €t(i2)2,

t = ci(iy)2

+

a2(i2)2,

where «i, e2= +1 ; <ri, cr2are scalars, and ia is a variable
its components i1, i2 are subject only to the condition

(2.11)

unit vector, that is,

gc^i&=l.

The conjugate

directions

(2.12)

of V2 at P are evidently

jô) = (1, 0),

J(2) = (0;l).

From (2.10) and (2.11) it follows that (G) is an ellipse. If (G) passes
through P, the equations 2=2=0 are satisfied by some ia. This requires
cri/ei=cr2/e2=cr. Then the subcase [(H)] arises, and (2.10) become
(2.13)

2 = ^(i1)2

+ e2(i2)2,.

that

t = cz,

showing that (G) is a line segment not ending at P.
Let us now return to the general case (2.10). The condition for (G) to
be a line segment not passing through P is thatX,ju exist such thatX2+ju2 = l,

that is, by (2.10). that
(Xei + pa-Mi1)2 + (\e2 + »<r2)(i2)2 = 1

should be true for some i1, i2 satisfying

(2.11). Subtraction

of the above equa-

tion and (2.11) gives
(Xei + Mtri -

giiXi1)2 -

2gi2i1î2 + (Xí2 + ixo-t -

gn)(i2)2

= 0.

Since this should be true for all values of i1, i2, we have
(2.14)
(2.15)

g12 = 0,
Xei + juoi = fn,

Xe2 + jucr2= gn.

(') We note that W are either real or complex conjugate. If they are complex conjugate,
€!= €,; and <r¡,a,; i1, i2 are complex conjugate, z, t being always real.
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Equation (2.14) shows that the conjugate directions (2.12) are orthogonal to
each other. If ai/(ly^ffi/d,
the two equations (2.15) have a unique solution
for X, ju; for, this is not true only when gn=g22 = 0, but then we have, because
of (2.14), gc6= 0. If ffi/d=o-i/(i=a,
then z=ot, and we have a line segment

passing through P.
We have now proved our assertions

in Theorem 2.1 for the subcases [ll]
and [(11)]. Incidentally we remark that for the subcase [ll] the two tangents
from P to (G) are the normal curvature vectors for the conjugate directions
(2.12). In fact, the lineXz+/i/ = 0 cuts (G) in two points for which
(Xei + uo-i)^)2

+ (Ae2 4- ßci)ii2)2

= 0,

and therefore if the two points coincide, they do so either at i1 = 0, or at i2 = 0.
Case 2. [2]. A (real) coordinate system u" in Vi exists such that at P the
equations (2.9) of (G) take the form
(2.16)

2 = 2iH2,

t = 2<r8i1i2 + a2(i2)2

(<r2 y± 0).

The i1, i2 satisfy (2.11), where gn^O since gcb is positive definite and the coordinates ua are real. The (G) as given by (2.16) is an ellipse passing through
P; for, i2 = 0 is part of a solution of the equations z=t = 0 and (2.11). The
point P on (G) corresponds to the asymptotic direction jfa = (1,0). If (G) were
a line segment, we should have t/z=cr3+<r2i2/i1= const. But this is impossible
since o^O. Hence (G) is a proper ellipse.
If all the tensors in the pencil H¿" are singular, there exists a (real) coordinate system u" in V2 such that the equations (2.9) of (G) take the form

(2.17)

z = 0,

/=<n(i1)2.

The conic (G) is therefore a line segment ending at P.
2.3. Some formulas concerning (G). Let all the tensors in V2 be expressed
in terms of two mutually orthogonal unit vectors iy), i[2) and some scalars.

Thus,
,(3)

.(D.CD

Heb = Plie

(2-18)

(4)
hea

lb

+

.(D.(l)
=

Vile

lb

.(2) .(2)

Pite

lb

+

.(2) .(2)
+

O-ile

lb

..CD.(2)

Ps\le

H

.(2).(1)

■+■le

,.U).(2)
+

(2.19)

i = ¿(i) cos p + ¿(2) sin p.

The equations

of the curvature

<T3\lo

lb

lb

),

.(2).(1)
+

conic (G) are therefore,

lc

lb

),

by (2.19),

z = 2~1(pi + pi) + 2-j(pi - P2) cos 2p + pi sin 2<^,
/ = 2-1(ci

Elementary

+ 0-2) + 2_1(<ri — o-2) cos 2p + 0-3 sin 2p.

calculations

(2.21)

where d is the distance

show that

d2 = 4-i[(Pl+P2)2+(<ri+(T2)2],

from P to the center of (G).
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(2.22)

Area of (G) = ± 2~17r[(pi - p2)cr3 -

(2.23)

r2=4-1[(pi-p2)2

473

(<n - <r2)p3].

+ (cri-cr2)2]+p^+Crl,

where r is the radius of the director circle of (G).
From these, it follows that the power of P with respect

to the director

circle of (G) is
2

d

i

— r

2

2

= pipi + o-iCi — ps — C3-

When Vt is in an 54 with constant scalar curvature C, we see from the
Gauss equation (3.6)i, which is the first equation in equations
(3.6) of §3,
that the right-hand member of the above equation is the Gaussian curvature
K of Vt minus C. Hence we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. At any point P of a Vi in an Si (or Rt), the power of P with
respect to the director circle of (G) is equal to the Gaussian curvature of Vt minus
the scalar curvature of Si (or to the Gaussian curvature of Vt). In particular, at
any P of a V2 in an Ri, the Gaussian curvature of V2 is greater than 0, equal to
0, or less than 0 according as P lies outside, on, or inside the director circle of

(G).
From the equations (2.20) of (G) and the Gauss equation (3.6)i of Vt
in 54, it can be shown by elementary calculation that the angle ß subtended

by (G) at P is given by
(2.24)

(tan Ü)2 = A/(K - C)2,

where
(2.25)

A = ((rip2 — o-2pi)2 + 4(<r3pi'— erip3)(cr3p2 — <r2p3).

Putting K = C in (2.24) we get a partial verification of Theorem 2.2. A
further consequence of (2.24) is that (G) passes through P if and only if A = 0.
Another interesting formula concerning (G) is the one that gives the angle
to between the two conjugate directions of Vt in 54:

(2.26)

(tan w)2 = A7r2/4(Area of (G))2.

This can be proved as follows. By definition

(2.6), the conjugate

ia, j" are given by

(2.27)

hcbij

=0,

hcbij

and hence by
, (3) .«

(2.28)

hob í

hebt

But from (2.18) and (2.19), we have

= 0.

=0,

directions
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2.(S'-C
/
x i
•
_l>>-(1)
i
•
±\ -(2)
»es
î = (pi
cos <?>
+ P3 sin
<!>)?(,
+i (p2
sin
px +i ps cos <£)u
,

hcb i = (o~icos <£+ £T3sin <t>)
n

Therefore

(2.28) is equivalent

+ (^2 sin p + a cos <£)u .

to

Pi cos p + Pi sin p, p2 cos p + pt sin p

= 0,

ai cos <£+ (73sin <£, o-j cos p + <n sin <£

that is

(2.29)

PlP3

P1P2

COS2 p +

Ps P2

cos p sin p +

0~1 a2

<7l CT3

The roots of this equation

sin2 p = 0.

<T3 <72

for p give the conjugate

directions,

and formula

(2.26) can be proved easily from (2.29) and (2.22).
A consequence of (2.26) is that the two conjugate directions are orthogonal to
each other if and only if (G) degenerates into a line segment ; in particular, the
conjugate directions are indeterminate if and only if this line segment passes
through P. This is in accordance with Theorem 2.1.
The Kommerell conic (E) is the locus of the point, apart from P, at which
the normal plane of V2 at P is intersected by the neighboring normal planes.
It can be shown that the polar line (with respect to the unit circle in the
normal plane) of the point p on (G) touches (E) at the point that is the intersection of the normal plane at P by the normal plane at a point near P in the
direction p: ia=i\i) cos p+i(2) sin p. (E) is therefore the polar reciprocal of (G)
with respect to the unit circle at P, and its equation is
(piz + at

— l)(p2z + Q2t — 1) = (p3Z + o-it)2.

We point out, for future reference, that when (G) has a focus at P, (K) is a
circle, and conversely.
Although in many literatures the Kommerell conic has been the central
figure in the curvature theory of V2 in E4, it will not appear again in this paper, the curvature conic (G) having taken its place.
3. Fundamental equations for Vi in &. We now continue the theory of
V2 in 54 which was commenced in §2.1. The fundamental equations for a V2
in Si consist of the following two groups of equations (Schouten-Struik
[15,

chaps. 2-3]; Eisenhart

[8, chaps. 4-5]):

dey' = b'c,

dcBb = TcbBa + Tp\BcBb + hcb im + hcb ¿(4),

(3.1)

f.X

3cî(3) =

— Tu\Bci (3)
^.X

Vcl(i)

dci(i) = — IV\.Bci<4) + vciH3)

1 (3>6D*

— Hc

hc

üb,

Bb;
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2(C - K) - t
(3.2)

[h?\?a
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- (h?°)\

j,_3
.(8)

(4)

«<.[»,<;]

=

(4)

— «at»».;],

(8)

«a[&,c]

=

(4)

»a[»»«],

»[¡>,c]

=

(8)o

»<.[&"<:]

(.V »

where
(3.3)

hcb = — BcBbV\T, ,

vc = Bci{Z)V\tK ,

C= —R/12 is the (constant)
scalar curvature
of 54 (in the sense of
Schouten(7)), and the comma denotes covariant differentiation with respect
to the fundamental
tensor (2.2) of V2. We observe that these fundamental
equations, taken as a whole, are independent of the choice of the mutually
orthogonal unit normal vectors i'3), ifa to V2.
Eisenhart
[8, p. 212] proved that given tensors gcb, h®, h& and a vector ve
satisfying (3.2), a Vi in Si is determined (by (3.1)) to within a "motion" in Si
such that its first and second fundamental tensors are the given tensors.
By a motion in 54 we mean a transformation
of the points in 54 which
preserves the linear element of 54. In particular, a motion in a Euclidean space
P4 reduces to rotations and reflections. Hereafter, we shall call two Vi in 5«
congruent if one is obtainable from the other by a motion in 5*.
As in §2.3, we express h&, h$, ve, i" in terms of two mutually orthogonal

unit vectors *("),ifa in V2:
.(3)

.(D.(l)

rieb = Pl»c
,,

(3.4)

.,

,(4)

heb

lb

.<1).(1)

= Olle

lb

,

+

.(2) .(2)

Pile

,

+

lb

.(2) .(2)

O-ile lb

.O) ,
.(2)
Ve = Vllc
+ Vile ,

..CD .(2)

+
+

.<■
I =

Pi\lc

lb

,.(1).(2)

<T3(lc lb

.(2).(1)

+

le

H

.(2).(1)

+

lc

lb

),
),

.<•
.,."..
t(l) COS c6 + í(2) Sin <f>.

Then the equations of (G), referred to the rectangular
are

coordinate

axes ¿(3),ifa,

2 = 2_1(pi + Pi) + 2~1(pi — pt) cos 2c6 + p3 sin 2c6,
t = 2-Kcri + cr2) + 2-1(«ri -

and the fundamental

equations

cr2) cos 2<t>+ 0-3 sin 2c6,

(3.2) take the invariant
1

form

1

C — K = p3 — P1P2 + <r3 — (Tiffi,

Sipi — 5ip3 + ß(pi — pt) — 2ap3 — vios + vari = 0,
Sipü — 52p3 — a(pi
(3.6)

— pi) — 2ßp3 — v2a3 + vi<rt = 0,

Siffi — 5icr3 + ß(ai — <r2) — 2aa3 + vip3 — v2pi = 0,
8i<Ti — 52<r3— a(ai

— cr2) — 2pV3 + v2p3 — vipt = 0,

¿Vi — Sivi + ßvx — ctVi + (pi — p2)<r3 — (vi — o-2)p3 = 0,
(•) Here we write, for example,

O Eisenhart

Vb,c—vc,b= V[b.C].

[8] called R the scalar curvature.
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where
Ct =

•°

■" -<2)

— í(l)í(2)H,c,

a

-b

•*

-(1)

P — — li2)la)lb,c,

s /

•* /

oij = l{l)J,e,

s /

•'

f

OiJ = l(,2)f,c

are as defined in §1.2. Formulas (3.6) are obtained after a straightforward
but
rather lengthy calculation.
If the conic (G) and its relation to the point P are of certain nature all
over Vi, we can make use of this particular nature to simplify the equations
of (G), and consequently
the fundamental
equations (3.6), by suitable choice
of î'(3)and iliy This choice is evidently equivalent to the choice of the z-axis
in the plane of (G) and the position of the point (<p= 0) on (G). Consider, for
example, the special Vi for which (1) P is the center of (G), (2) (G) is a circle,
(3) P is a focus of (G), (4) P lies on (G), and (5) (G) is a line segment subtending a right angle at P, respectively.
By choosing the z-axis and the point
($ = 0) on (G) as in the following figures,

the simplified equations of (G) and the equations
for the respective cases are:

satisfied by the p's and <r's
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(3.7)i

z = pi cos 2c/>, t — a¡ sin 2$;

(3.7)2

z = pi + (7i sin 2p, t = ai cos 2p; o-i=

.,
(3.7)3

z = 2-!(pi + P2) + 2-Kpi - P2) cos 2c6, / = (2

P3 = ffl = <T2 = (J,

O-3 =

p2 = — pi,

477

pi = cri = o-2 = 0.

— &\, Pi = cri, P2 = pi, 0-3 = 0.

pip2)1/2 sin 2<6;

— PlP2-

z = 2_1p2(l - cos 2p) + ps sin 2p,

t = 2-1cr2(l - cos 2p) ;

(3.7)4
Pi = C! =

(3.7)6

z = 2-^2(1

CT3= (J.

- cos 2p),

t = 2-1<ri(l + cos 2p);

pi = p3 = cr2 = cr3 = 0.

It is seen that for any special V2 there is a system of equations (3.7) in
the p's and cr's analogous to the second set of equations in (3.7)i for case 1.
Then from the above-mentioned
Eisenhart's theorem it follows that the existence of this particular
V2 depends on the consistency of equations (3.6) and
(3.7) in i*¿)and the p's, cr's, v's. If these equations are consistent, the V2 in
question exists, and all its intrinsic properties can be derived from (3.6) and
(3.7). In particular, when the solution of the latter equations can be found
explicitly, the tensors gcb, h#\ h¿¡,\ vc are determined.
And then equations
(3.1) give the manner of imbedding of this V2 in Si. In the case where (3.1)
can actually be solved, we obtain the finite equations of Vi.
Since for any Vi in Si, the second fundamental
tensors h^ admit an orthogonal transformation,
which arises from the permissible change of the mutually
orthogonal unit normals ifo to Vi, the arbitrariness of the imbedding of a Vi
in Si, to within motion in Si, is equal to the arbitrariness
of the solution of

(3.6) and (3.7) for the ifa, p's, cr's and v's minus the arbitrariness

of h^1 (that

is, of the i£,)) in compliance with (3.7). It is obvious from the very origin of
(3.7) that the latter equations usually limit the arbitrariness
of i{v) to mere
changes of signs. In fact, the only case to the contrary is when (G) is a circle
with center at P, that is, when cr3=px in (3.7)i; this is the case of an E-surface

(cf. §4).
The rest of this paper will be devoted to the study of some special types of
surfaces, particularly the above-mentioned
ones.
4.1. Minimal surfaces in Si. A minimal V2 in 54 is a V2 whose mean
normal curvature vector is everywhere zero, that is, whose curvature
conic
(G) at each point P always has its center at P. A minimal V2 is called an
R-surface (a plane surface^)) if its curvature conic is always a circle of nonzero
(zero) radius. A minimal V2 that is not an E-surface nor a plane surface is
called a general minimal surface.
The E-surface in an E4 was first studied by Kwietniewski
[12 ] and Kommerell [ll], and the minimal surface in E4 by Eisenhart
[ó]. The E-surface
in an 54 was later studied by Borüvka
[2]. The first three authors based
(s) In general, a subspace in a Riemannian ra-space Vn is said to be plane if its normal
curvature vector in Vn is zero for every direction at every point.
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their studies on the finite equations of the surface, which are available for a
minimal Vt in P4. The finite equations of a minimal Vi in an 54, however, are
still to be found, and Borûvka used a method which agrees in spirit with the
one we outlined in the preceding section. In what follows we shall obtain a
necessary and sufficient condition in invariant form for a linear element ds2
to be one of a minimal Vt (or P-surface) in 54. We shall give also generalizations to some of Kommerell and Eisenhart's results.
4.2. Fundamental equations. P-surface. For a minimal Vt, P is the center
of (G) and, therefore, with suitable choice of i"3),t'u, the equations of the conic

(G) are (cf. (3.7)0
2 = Pi cos 2c>,

t = <r3sin 2d>,

so that
(4.1)
,.

„x

(4.2)

P2 = — Pl,
,(8)

P3 = ffi = <r2 = 0;

,.U).U)

heb

= Pl(le

Then the fundamental

lb

.(2) .(2)

— le

lb ),

equations

(4.3)

(4)

«c6

C-K

.

+

.(2).(D.

le

H

)■

= p\+c\,
— 5ipi — 2api — vi<t3 = 0,

— 5i<r3 — 2cwr3 — v2pi =0,

(4.5)

lb

(3.6) become

ôipi + 2ßpi — vi<t3 = 0,

(4.4)

,.U>.(2)

= ff3(îc

— 52<r3— 2/3<x3+ vipi = 0,

cVi — 8ivt + ßvi — avt + 2pi<r3= 0.

Eliminations of vt from (4.4)2,3 (that is, the second and third equations
in (4.4)) and of vi from (4.4)i,4 give, respectively,
(4.6)

2

2

22

22

5i(pi — <73)+ 4a(pi — cr3) = 0,

22

52(pi — <r3)+ 4ß(pi -

cr3) = 0.

Consider first the R-surface, for which (G) is a circle of nonzero radius.
this case cr3= ±pu¿0. But we may suppose that
(4.1)„

cr3 = Pi = P 7* 0,

after reversing the sense of í"2j if necessary.

Then (4.6) are identically

satisfied,

and (4.3) and (4.4) become
(4.7)

C-.rv=2p2,

(4.8)

i-i = St log p + 2/8,

If we substitute

these values for j^, vi in (4.5), we have

- vt - 81log p + 2a.

(«i«i + oil2 + aSi + 052) log p + 2p2 + 2(«i« + 52J8+ a2 + ß2) = 0.

Using (1.5), (1.6) and the value of p from (4.7), this becomes

(4.9)

In

A2log (C - K) + 2C - 6K = 0,
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where A2 indicates the second differential parameter with respect to the linear
element ds2 of Vt. For the P-surface in an P4, C = 0 and (4.9) reduces to

(4.10)

A2 log (- K) - 6K = 0.

Equation
(4.9), which is in an invariant form, is a necessary condition
for a ds2 to be the linear element of an P-surface in an 54. To prove the sufficiency of this condition, let there be given a ds2 satisfying it with some constant C. We may choose any mutually orthogonal unit vectors í\d, ¿(2) in V2,
and, after having obtained a value for p from (4.7), we find from (4.8) the
values for vi, v2. Then we have a solution of the fundamental equations (4.3)(4.5), and therefore an P-surface in 54 with this ds2 as linear element. Hence
we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. A ds2 is the linear element of an R-surface in an Si if and only
if (4.9) is satisfied for some constant C. Then C is the (constant) scalar curvature of the St. A ds2 is the linear element of an R-surface in an Ri if and only if

(4.10) is satisfied.
If K = const., (4.9) and (4.7) reduce to K = C/3=p2>0.

Hence, we have

proved in a different way the following result due to Borûvka

[2] :

Theorem 4.2. In an Si of scalar curvature C> 0, there exists only one type of
R-surface of constant Gaussian curvature K. For this, K = C/3, and the curvature
circle (G) is of constant radius (K)1'2 all over the surface. In an Ri an R-surface
has negative Gaussian curvature, which cannot be constant.
The last part of the theorem follows at once from (4.7) and (4.10).
Kommerell [ll, §11 ] proved the rigidity of an P-surface in an P4. We shall
now prove this result for the more general case of an P-surface in an 54, using

a different method.
Theorem
congruent.

4.3. If two R-surfaces

Vt, Vi in an 54 are applicable, then they are

Proof. We use a dash to indicate quantities and equations belonging to Vi
and suppose that the unit vectors ifa, i\c), í¿), tfc) have been so chosen that
equations (4.1), (4.1)a, (4.1~), (4.1~)a are satisfied. Then since ds2 = ds2, we
have from earlier results in this section :

(4.11)

C-P
,(3)
Heb

(4.11-)

= 2p2,
=

..(D.O)
p(lc
lb

(3)

.(2) .(2)
— le lb ),

heb

= 2p2,
_

= P\le

(1) (1)

lb

_(2)_(2)

— le

lb

)t

(4.12-)

(4.12)
,(4)

Heb

,.(!>.(2)

=

p(le

lb

.(2).(1).

+

le

lb

,-(4)
heb =

),

Ve = (52logp + 20) it
(4-13)

C-ä:

rt.1
— (Silogp

-L9V(2)
+
2a) le

,

(4-13-)

/.(D.(2)
p{lc
lb

+

_(2)_(1)
le lb ),

Ve= (b2\Ogp + 20)i?
.,
...fl)
- (ôilogp + 2a)ie

.
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Let us express i^\ if

ÍA

*A\

(4.14)

-(1)

ie

-(1)

= le

r,

in terms of if,
i

-(2)

cos 6 +

le

From (4.11) and (4.Il-)

•

a

-(2>

sin 0, (ic

[May

if* ; thus
-(1)

= — le

•

a

I

sm 0 +

-(2>

ic

a

/

cos 0 (e =

,

<\

+ 1).

we have

(4.15)

p = e'p

(e'-±l).

If we use (4.14) and (4.15) in (4.12-) and (4.13-), and then take account
of (4.12) and (4.13), we have by straightforward

(4.16)

calculation:

heb = ('(hcb cos 20 + hcb sin 20),
_(4)
(3)
(4)
heb = «'( — heb sin 20 + heb cos 20),

(4.17)

ls = ([ve - 2(*,(1)M+ il2)S2d)]= ([vc - b)Vx(20)].

Let us now replace the normal vectors i'3), i"t) to V2 by the following mutually orthogonal unit vectors
'î(3) = ('(im

cos 20 + ¿(4) sin 20),

which are normal

'i(i) — ee'(— i(3> sin 20 + i(4> cos 20),

to V2. Then the corresponding

tensors

'h$,

'hlf,

'vc for Vi

are

'hlb = - BeBlvlik ' = ('(hlb cos 20 + hlb sin 20),
'hch = - Ec-BÏVaî« } = «'(— heb sin 20 + hc¡ cos 20),
% = ([Ve~

BXeVXi20)].

Since these tensors are identical with h^, h$, vc, respectively, we may conclude by Eisenhart's
theorem that V2 differs from V2 only by a motion in 54.
4.3. General minimal surface. For a general minimal Vi (cf. §4.1), we
have (4.1)-(4.5) and p\j¿o\. In conformity with (4.3) we write
(4.18)

pi = (C - E)1'2 cos w,

a = (C - E)1'2 sin w,

where w is a scalar, so that

(4.19)

pi - al=

iC - K) cos 2w y± 0.

We observe that since pi, o-s are numerically equal to the semi-axes
conic (G), and crs/pi = tan w, w determines the shape of (G).
On account of (4.18), equations (4.6) become

of the

(4.20) 5! log [(C - K) cos 2w] + 4« = 0, 52log [(C - K) cos 2w] + 4/3 = 0.
Or, if we write for convenience

(4.21)

{ = 4-1 log [(C - K) cos 2w],

(4.20')

5i£ + a = 0,

M + /5 = 0.
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condition of (4.20') is

(4.22)

Sict - Siß = 0.

This shows that the congruences ifa, ifa form an isometric net in V2. The
curves of the congruences ifa, ifa are called the lines of curvature of the general minimal V2 in 54 for the reason that the normal curvature of V2 in 5«
has stationary values in the directions ifc, i"2), being equal to the semi-axes
of (G). Hence we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.4. The lines of curvature of a general minimal
isometric net.

V2 in Si form an

To eliminate ifc, ifó from (4.20'), we need only calculate A2£, thus
A2£ = (Mi + Ml + o«i + |8S,)| = - (Sia + Siß + a2 + ß2) = K.

Therefore,

(4.23')

Arf = K;

or, substituting

back the value (4.21) for £,

(4.23)

A2 log [(C - E) cos 2w] = 4E.

Let us now solve (4.4)i,2 for vi, v2, then use the values of pt and a3 from

(4.18), and finally eliminate iC—K) by means of (4.20). Then the result is,
after simplification,
vi =-

SiW
cos 2w

(4.24)

= 2_152 log-,

— Siw

Vi = -

cos 2w

I + sin 2w
cos 2w

1 + sm 2w

= — 2_1¿5ilog-•

cos 2w

Using these in (4.5), we get

(4.25)

1 + sin 2w

A2log-h

cos 2w

2(C - E) sin 2w = 0.

Equations

(4.23) and (4.25) can be rewritten

as

(4-26)

A2 log cos 2w = A2 log (1 + sin 2w) + 2(C - K) sin 2w
r
= - [A2log (C - K) - 4E].

We now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.5. A necessary and sufficient condition for a ds2 to be the linear
element of a general minimal V2 in an 54 of scalar curvature C is that there
exist a solution w of the equations (4.23) and (4.25). If the condition is satisfied,
then w determines the shape of the curvature conic of Vi in Si.
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Before we proceed to prove this theorem, we remark that it is highly desirable to be able to eliminate w from (4.26), thus replacing the condition
(4.26) by one that involves only invariant quantities for ds2. But so far the
author has not succeeded in doing this.
Proof. We have seen that the condition stated in the theorem is necessary.
To prove that it is also sufficient, we need only show that given a ds2 satisfying
the condition and given a solution w of (4.23) and (4.25), there exist two mu-

tually orthogonal unit vectors ifc, ifo satisfying (4.20). For, if this is true,
we may obtain pi, a3 from (4.18), and vx, v2 from (4.24). Then, on account of
(4.25), these scalars, together with tgj, i°2), satisfy the equations (4.3)-(4.5).
Let i*î), i*2)be an isometric net of ds2, and indicate quantities belonging to

them by a star. Then

(4.22*)

52*a*- 8fß* = 0,

and consequently,

there exists a scalar £* satisfying

(4.20*)

5í¿* + a* = 0,

S2*£*+ ß* = 0.

This £* is a solution of (4.23') for £, as is evident from the way this equation
was derived. Now by hypothesis (4.23), the £ defined by (4.21) is also a solu-

tion of (4.23'). Therefore

(4.27)

5=**+*,

where ^ is a scalar such that

(4.28)

Arf = (8f8f + 82*82*
+ a*Si*+ ß*82*)$= 0.

We wish to find the most general pair of mutually

*cn = ia) cos » + *(2) sin 9,
*a
*„
i(2j = e(— î(D sin 6 + im cos 6)

(4.29)

satisfying

orthogonal

(4.20'). Written in terms of i*°, i$, equations

unit vectors
,
(e = ± 1)

(4.20') are (cf. (1.8)-

(1.10))
«(- sin O6? + cos 6 8i*)t - «[(- ß* + Sfe) cos 6 + (a* + 82*6)sin e] = 0,

(cos 6 Sí + sin e S2*)£+[-(-/?+
which are equivalent

8fd) sin d + (a* + Sfd) cos 0] = 0,

to

Sí£ + a* + 8fd = 0,

52*£+ ß* - ôfO = 0.

These become, on account of (4.27) and (4.20*),

(4.30)

SiV + o2*d= 0,

SüV- Sfe = 0.

The integrability condition of (4.30) for 6 is (4.28), and is therefore satisfied.
Hence (4.30) admits a unique solution, to within an additive constant, for 0.
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In other words, for the solution (4.21) of (4.23'), equations (4.20') have solutions for ili), i(2), and, if i*^, i*2" is a solution, the most general solution is
(4.29) with 0=const. Theorem 4.5 is thus completely proved.
Incidentally we observe that all the results so far obtained for the general
minimal V2 remain true when <r3= 0, that is, when w = 0. But w = 0 implies

that h$ =0 and vc= 0, as follows from (4.1) and (4.24). Therefore, this is the
case of a minimal

Schouten-Struik

surface

in an 53 of scalar

curvature

C (cf. (7.2) and

[15, p. 150]). Since pi^O by (4.19), this minimal surface in

5í is not a plane surface. Hence we have from (4.26) the following corollary

to Theorem 4.5 :
Corollary
4.5. A necessary and sufficient condition for a ds2 to be the linear
element of a non-plane minimal surface in an Si of scalar curvature C is that

A2log (C—K)=4Kbe

satisfied.

This result can of course be proved much more easily by using the fundamental equations (7.2) for a V2 in 53 and should be compared with one of
Ricci's [14, p. 340] which states that a necessary and sufficient condition for
a ds2 to be the linear element of a V2 with constant mean curvature c in an Ea

is that A2 log (c2-K) =4E be satisfied.
By using the last part of the proof of Theorem
ing theorem.

4.5 we can prove the follow-

Theorem 4.6. In an Si a general minimal V* which is not a minimal surface in an 53 can be deformed continuously into <x>1
non-congruent minimal Vis
with equal curvature conies at corresponding points. Any minimal surface V2
in Si applicable but not congruent to V2*and with curvature conies equal to those
of V* at corresponding points is congruent to one of these »1 minimal V2's. The
image on V* of the lines of curvature of any one of these V2's makes a constant
angle with the lines of curvature of V2.
Proof. In an 54 let V* be a general minimal surface which is not a minimal
surface in an 53, and let V2 be another which is applicable but not congruent
to V2*such that the curvature conies of V* and V2 are equal at corresponding
points. We use a star and a dash to indicate the quantities and equations belonging to Vi*, Vi, respectively, and suppose that equations (4.1*), (4.1~) are
satisfied. Then since p*, a* (pi, âs) are numerically equal to the semi-axes of
(G*) ((G)), the vectors ifo, which have been essentially determined by (4.1-),
can be readjusted so that we have

(4.31)

w = w*,

pi = p* t^ 0,

ai = cr3*y^ 0.

From this and (4.21) we have

(4.32)
Since i*"), i*2) satisfy

\ = £*.
(4.20')

with

£ = £*, the most general

solution

for
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i\i), i"(2)of (4.20') with £ = £* is, as we have seen,

(4.33)

*(i) = ta) cos y + î(2) sin y,

«t(2) = — iw sin y + im cos y,

where y = const, and e = ± 1. The ds2 = ds*2, w = w*, and the above i\X),¿"2)give
a solution of the fundamental
equations for the imbedding of a V2 with linear
element ds2 in 54 as a minimal Vt whose curvature
conies are, by (4.18),
equal to those of V* at corresponding points. The second fundamental tensors

for V2 are, by (4.31) and (4.33),
,(3)

,.(1).(D

»«» = pi(íc

ib

.(2) .(2).

,*(3)

— ic ib ) = «ci> cos 27 +

*(4)

heb

P*

.

-sin

27,

C*

(4.34)
,(4)

«et

..(D.(2)

= cr3(ic

ib

,

+

.(2).(1).

ie

,*(3)

ib ) =

— hcb

^3*

—— sm 27 +

*(4)

hcb

cos 27.

Pi*

To find vc, we have from (4.24) and (4.33)
82w
_
vi = = «(v* sin 7 + p* cos 7),
cos 2w

— Siw
v2 = -=
cos 2m>

+ e2* cos 7 — vf sin 7,

and therefore
Ia

->c\

(4.35)

Vc =

Since (of/pf)27^1,

.(1)

Vilc

.

+

.(1)

V2le

=

, *.*(D

t(Vlle

.

+

*.*(2)

V2lc

)=

*

6VC.

it is seen from (4.34) that unless sin 27 = 0, h$ and

h^ef cannot be obtained from h*¿3)and Ä*s(4)by a change of i*3*and i*^. Therefore for any value of 7 such that sin 27^0, the corresponding
V2 is not con-

gruent to V*.
As a consequence of (4.32), the minimal V2 will become the given V2 for
some (constant) value 7 of 7. And the last part of Theorem 4.6 follows at
once from (4.33) with 7 = 7.
Although direct verification may not be easy, it is conceivable
that
for the case of an P4, the °°x minimal V2's in Theorem 4.6 are the associate
minimal surfaces to V2*defined by Eisenhart
[6, §8].
It follows from the preceding results that the problem of the deformation
of a general minimal V2 in 54 now reduces to the following problem: Given
a ds2 for which equations (4.26) have a known particular solution for w, to
find the most general solution. The author has not yet been able to solve the

latter problem.
4.4. Further
that w cannot

consequences
be constant.

of (4.23) and (4.25). Equation

Hence we have the following

(4.25) shows

theorem.

Theorem
4.7. The curvature conies of an R-surface in Si are all circles,
and those of a minimal V2 in an 53, considered as a V2 in Si, are all line segments.
No other minimal V2 in an Si has all its curvature conies at different points similar to one another.
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We now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8. In an Si a plane surface and an R-surface with constant
Gaussian curvature are the only minimal V2for which the sum of the axes of the
curvature conic is constant all over the surface.

Proof. That a plane surface in 54 has the property mentioned in the theorem is obvious, and that an E-surface with constant Gaussian curvature has
the same property follows at once from Theorem 4.3. Excluding these two
cases we now suppose that the pi, 0-3for a general minimal V2 are both positive
(with suitable choice of the senses of i(P)). Then we have from (4.18) that the
sum of the semi-axes of G) is
Pi + <Ti= (C — E)1/2(cos w + sin w).

If this is constant,

we have, by squaring,

(4.36)

that

(C - E)(l + sin 2w) = const. = A.

Now equation

A2log-

(4.25) can be written

(C - K)il + sin 2w)
(C — K) cos 2w

which, in consequence

as

+ 2(C - E)(l + sin 2w) - 2(C - K) = 0,

of the preceding

equation

and (4.23), reduces

- ÍK + 2A - 2(C - K) = 0, that is, K = A -C
This together with (4.36) would require w to be a constant,
dicts (4.25). Therefore Theorem 4.8 is proved.
Finally we shall prove the following theorem.

to

= const.
and that contra-

Theorem 4.9. There exists no minimal Vi in Si, other than an R-surface
with constant Gaussian curvature or a minimal Vi in an S3 considered as a Vi
in Si, for which the curvature conies all have equal area.
Proof. For the first exceptional case stated in the theorem, the area of all
the curvature conies is equal to 2c7r (cf. Theorem 4.3) ; for the second exceptional case, the curvature conic is always a line segment, and therefore its
area is zero. Excluding these two cases, if the curvature conic (G) of a general
minimal Vi in 54 has constant area, we have, from (4.18),
P1C3 = (C — K) sin w cos w = const.

= 2~1A,

that is,

(4.37)

iC - K) sin 2w = A.

We first note from this that K cannot be constant, otherwise
tions (4.23), (4.25) can be written, respectively, as

w = const. Equa-
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A2 log [(C - K) cos 2w]2 = BK,
(1 + sin 2w\2

A2 log (-)
+ 4(C - K) sin 2w = 0.
\ cos 2w. /
In virtue of (4.37), these become

(4.38)

A2 log [A2 - (C - K)2] = SK,

A + (C - K)
= - 4A,
A- (C- K)

(4.39)

A2 log--

which are equivalent

A2log (A+C

to

- K) = 2(2K - A),

Since Atf(K) =f'A2K+f"AiK,

A2log (A - C + K) = 2(2K + A).

the preceding equations

can be written

(K - C - A)A2K - AiK = 2(2Ä- - A)(K - C - A)2,
(K-C

+ A)A2K - AiK = 2(2A- + A)(K -C

+ A)2.

Solving these for A2K, AiK, we have after simplification

A2K = 4>(K) m 2(5K2 - 6CK + C2 + A2) = 10K2 + • • • ,

(4 40)

AiÄ- = f(K) m 2(3K - C) [(K - C)2 - A2] = 6K3 -\-,

where the dots indicate terms of lower degrees in K.
It is known (cf. Eisenhart [7, p. 97]) that a ds2 for which some function K
satisfies equations of the form (4.40) can be reduced to

ds2= EdK2+ Gdt2m —ídK2 + exp ^2 f tbf-'dKjdA.
For this, the Gaussian

curvature

K is given by

K=-F-(G1'2)']

(£G)1'2LP1/2
(EG)

J

,

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to K. Substituting
the values of E, G, we have after straightforward
calculation

(4.41)

Kf+(4>~

here

f')(4> - 2-1/') + (</>'- 2-1/")/ = 0.

In consequence of (4.40), this is a polynomial equation in K, whose term of
the highest degree is 10PJ4. Therefore K must be constant. But this has been
seen to be impossible. Hence Theorem 4.9 is proved.
4.5. Linear element of a minimal V2 in an P4. Let us now find the linear
element

(4.42)

ds2 = 2Fdudv
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of a minimal V2 in an R,. We have for (4.42)

1
K = - - 0,,0 .. log F.

(4.43)

F

Consider first the case of an R-surface. On account of (4.43), equation (4.10)
can be written
2F-1o,,0 .. log (- K). = - 6F- 1o,,0 .. log F,
that is,

0,,0 .. log (- KF3) = O.

Therefore
where(·) U1, VI are nonzero functions of u,
(4.43) gives

fJ

alone. Substitution for K from

Reducing this to Liouville's form by putting}. = F( U1 V1)-11 2, we see that the
solution for F is (el. (1.16), (1.17»

where U2 , V2 are non-constant functions of u,
ds2 = 2(1

+UV
2

S) (

or, after an obvious transformation on u,
(4.44)

ds 2 = 2(1

fJ

alone. Therefore

U1V1 ) 112dudfJ,
UIVI
fJ:

+ UV)dudfJ,

U, V being arbitrary non-constant functions of u,
following theorem.

fJ

alone. Hence we have the

4.10. A necessary and sufficient condition for a ds S to be the linear
element of an R-surface in R, is that it be reducible to the form (4.44).
THEOREM

It can readily be shown that by a suitable change of parameters (4.44)
can be reduced to the form

where

+ + t.)(dx I + dy )

IS'
Ss

(4.45)

ds - (1
B,

~

~

( ss

=

as, '"

ax

=

at),

oy

t are the real and imaginary parts of an arbitrary analytic function

(I) The V, here which denotes a function of II should not be confused with the usual V,
which denotes a surface.
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F(x+( —l)1/2y). In an P4 with rectangular Cartesian
(4.45) is the linear element of the surface

X = x,

Y = y,

coordinates

Z = z(x, y),

It was in this way that the P-surface

(X, Y, Z, T),

T = t(x, y).

in Rt was first studied

by Kwietniewski

[12] and Kommerell [ll].
It is not difficult to prove from (4.44) or directly from (4.10) the following
theorem.

Theorem

4.11. If ds2 is the linear element of an R-surface in Ri, then e2"ds2

will also be one if A2o= 0.
We now consider the ds2 for a general minimal

V2 in Ri. We rewrite equa-

tions (4.23) and (4.25) with C = 0 as
(4.46)

A2 log cos 2w + A2 log (- K) - 4K = 0,

(4.47)

A2 log (1 + sin 2w) + A2 log (- K) - 2K - 2K(1 + sin 2w) = 0.

On account of (4.43), equation

(4.46) can be reduced to

dvdu log (-

KF2 cos 2w) =0.

Therefore
(4.48)

- KF2 cos 2w = U(u)V(v).

Similarly,

equation

(4.47) can be written

2F~1dvdulog [- FK(\ + sin 2w)\ + 2F~1[- FK(1 + sin 2w)] = 0.
Omitting

the factor

P-1, this equation

takes

Liouville's

form and therefore

has the solution

(4.49)
\.

2FT'

- FK(1 + sin 2w) =-=5¿ 0,
(1 + UV)2

where U, V are arbitrary

non-constant

functions

of u, v alone. Eliminating

w

from (4.48) and (4.49) we get
- FK = (UV)2
__
(1 + _UV)2F~2 -]-=^,V'V'

4U'V
which can be written,

(1 + UV)2

by using (4.43),
(UV)2

dvdu log [(1 + UV)F'1]2 = - -—^

4U V

This again has the form of a Liouville's

equation,

[(1 + i7F)P-i]2.
and therefore

(UV)2 r
_
,
2U*'V*'
__
(1 + UV)F~1]2 = -—

4U'V

2(1 + U*V*)2

?¿ 0.

its solution is
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on u, v will reduce

ds2 = 2(1 + UiVi)(l + U2Vi)dudv,

where Ui, U2; Vi, V2 are some functions
ing a constant.

of u, v respectively,

none of them be-

When ¿72= Ui, V2= Vi, formula (4.50) becomes

(4.51)

ds2 = 2(1 + UiViYdudv,

which happens to he the well known linear element of a non-plane minimal
Vi in an E3 (cf. Eisenhart
[7, formula (100), p. 257]). We observe further

that when w = 0, elimination of K from (4.48) and (4.49) also leads to (4.51).
Hence we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 4.12. A necessary and sufficient condition for a ds2 to be the linear
element of a general minimal surface in an Ri ior a non-plane minimal surface

in an E3) is that it be reducible to the form (4.50) (or (4.51)).
4.6. More properties

of the E-surface.

From the preceding

results we

have noticed the special position which the E-surface occupies among the
minimal F2 in 54. We shall see further that the E-surface also occupies a very
special position among some other types of surfaces in 54. We first prove the

following theorem.
Theorem 4.13. Among the surfaces in Si whose curvature conic at each point
P is a circle (G), the one for which the center of (G) is at a constant distance d
from P is either an R-surface (for which d = 0) or a sphereif") in a plane S¡ in Si
(for which the circle degenerates into a point).

Proof. Let (G) be a circle, then by choosing i'3), ¿"y suitably
have
(4.52)

a = — a i,

and the equations

Pi = ci,

P2 = pi,

(4.53)

equations

= 2cri-pî,

, S2pi — Mi — 2aai + v2ffi = 0,

(4.55)

t — en cos 2c!>.

(3.6) become

C-E

(4.54)

cr3 = 0,

of (G) are
z = pi + ffi sin 2c>,

The fundamental

(cf. (4.7)2) we

Mi + 2ßai + via — Vipi = 0,

5ipi — SiO-i— 2ßai — vxai = 0,
— Mi

— 2aci + v2cri — Vipi = 0,
2

52^i — Siv2 + ßvi — avi — 2<7i = 0.

(10) A surface in a Riemannian 3-space V¡ is called a sphere if its normal curvature
is constant for every direction at every point.

in Vt
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If pi = 0, we have the case of an P-surface.
(4.54)2,3 and substracting (4.54)i,4,

(4.56)

vi = — S2 log pi,

respectively.

Substitution

If pi^O,

we have on adding

v2 = Si log pi,

of these values for vi, v2 in (4.55) gives

- (SiSi + S252+ ßot + aSi) log pi - 2a\ = 0,
that is

(4.57)

A2 log pi + 2c\ = 0.

From this it follows that if pi = const, j^ 0, cri must be zero. This, together
with (4.52), shows that the V2 is a sphere in a plane 53 in 54 (cf. Schouten-

Struik [15, pp. 99-101, 148-150]). Our theorem is thus proved.
Next we prove the following theorem.
Theorem
4.14. Among the surfaces V2 in Si whose curvature conic (G) at
each point P has a focus at P, the one for which (G) is of constant shape is an
R-surface. A V2 can be imbedded in an Si such that the curvature conic at each
point P has a focus at P without making V2 an R-surface, if and only if the linear element of Vt is reducible to the form

(4.58)

ds2 = du2/ch2 f + dv2/sh2 ^,

where \p satisfies a certain partial differential equation of the fourth order in the
independent variables u, v.
Proof. From (3.7)3 we can always choose i"3), ¿"y so that
i

(4.59)

P3 = o-i = cr2 = 0,

We have an P-surface

<r3 = — pip2 7^ 0.

if and only if p2 = —pi. The fundamental

equations

(3.6) become

(4.60)
.

(4.61)
(4.62)

C-K

= 2o-l,

Sipi + ß(pi — p2) — vxo-3 = 0,

Si<r3+ 2aa3 + v2pi = 0,

5ip2 — a(pi

— p2) — v2cr3 = 0,

S2<r3+ 2ßa3 + vipt — 0,

hivi — 8iv2 + ßvx — av2 + (pi — Pi)a3 = 0.

Multiply (4.61)i,4 by p2, <r3respectively, and add. The result is
—12

p2S2pi + ßpt(pi

— pt) + 2

2

S2cr3+ 2^<7S = 0.

Using here the value for a3 from (4.59), we have after simplification

(4.63)i

2->«,log— - ß(— + lY- 0.
Pi

\Pi

/
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Similarly from (4.61)2,s we can prove that

(4.63)»

2~151log — - a ( — + 1 ) = 0.
Pi

If (G) is of constant

(4.64)

V>2

/

shape,

p2/pi = const. = — A y* 0.

Then (4.63) become
ßifii/pi + 1) = 0,

a(pi/P2 + 1) = 0.

Therefore either pi+P2 = 0 so that V2 is an E-surface, or a=/3 = 0. For the
latter case, Liouville's formula (1.6) tells us that E = 0. Therefore it follows

from (4.59)-(4.61) that
2

2

^4pi = 2<r3= C = const.,

vi = v2 = 0.

These, however, contradict (4.62). Hence the E-surface is the only V2 of this
type for which (G) is of constant shape.
Now excluding the case of an E-surface, we can put
(4.65)

Pi/P2 = - th2 p

Then equations

(4.63) can be reduced

(4.66)

Sip = - a th p,

Taking *",), ifa as parametric

ip y¿ const).

to

S2p = - ß coth p.

curves, we have

ds2 = Edu2 + Gdv2,
and equations

(4.66) are equivalent

du log (G1'2 sh p) = 0,

to (cf. (1.13))

d, log (E1'2 ch p) = 0,

which give
Gsh2^

= 1,

Ech2^

= 1,

after an obvious change of u, v. Hence (4.58) is proved.

From (4.59) and (4.65) it follows that
(4.67)
Putting

(4.68)

Pi = <r3th p,

pi = — <r3coth p.

these in (4.61)3,4 and solving for vh v2 we have

vi = (S2log a + 2/3) th p,

Now substitute in
(4.66), and finally
from (4.58) and is
Then the result is

vt = - (Si log a + 2a) coth p.

(4.62) these values for vi and v2, the values for a, ß from
the value for cr3 from (4.59), where K is to be calculated
therefore a differential expression of the second order in p.
a differential equation of the fourth order in p with inde-
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pendent variables u, v. That this differential equation be satisfied is evidently
a necessary and sufficient condition for the Vt with linear element (4.58) to
be imbeddable in 54 in the manner required in Theorem 4.14. Hence the
theorem is proved.
Let us remark that the Kommerell conic of this type of Vt is always a
circle (see end of §2.3), and that a detailed discussion of this type of Vt in
an P4 can be found in Calapso's papers [3, 4].
5.1. Ruled surface in 54 (cf. Coburn [5]). By definition a ruled surface in
54 is a V2 which contains a congruence of geodesies of 54. In particular,
it is
a developable if the geodesies of this congruence
envelope a curve in V2. A
ruled V2 which is not a developable will be called a skew ruled V2. It is well
known that a geodesic of a Riemannian
Vn is also a geodesic of any subspace
in which it lies, and that the normal curvature
vector of the subspace in Vn
for the direction of the geodesic is zero. Therefore the curvature
conic (G)
at each point P of a ruled V2 in Si passes through P, the point P on (G) being
the end point of the zero normal curvature vector of V2 for the geodesic of
the congruence at P.
As we saw in (3.7)4, we can choose i'P), i"C)for a ruled V2 in 54 so that
(5.1)

Pi = cri = <r3= 0,

(5.2)

ß = 0.

We know (Schouten-Struik
an 54 is a developable

[15, pp. 99-101, 148-150]) that a surface in

if and only if the curvature

H'à' is of rank 1. Therefore

it follows from (5.1) that a ruled V2in Si is a developable if and only if p3 = 0.
Let us first study the skew ruled V2 in Si. Equations

(5.3)
Equation

C - K = pi
(3.6)4 is ï*ip3= 0, which gives, since p^O,

(5.4)

vi = 0.

Then equation

(3.6)2 becomes

(5.5)

Substitution

5lP3 + 2ap3 = 0.

of the value for p3 from (5.3) gives

(5.5')
Equation

Si log (C - K) + 4a = 0.
(3.6)3 is

(5.6)

Solving equation

8ip2 + ap2 — 82p3 = 0.

(3.6)5 for i*2,we have

1
v2=-(5i<t2

+

P3

ao2),

(3.6)1 is
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which, because of (5.5), can be written
(5.7)

v2 = — SiX + oc\,

Substituting

this in the last equation

where

X = cr2/p3.

of (3.6), we have
2

2

SiSiX— X(5ia + a — pi) = 0.
But since ß = 0, equation (1.6) reduces to E= — (Si«-fa2).
and (5.3), the preceding equation simplifies into

(5.8)

On account

of this

SiSiX= C\.

Equations (5.1)—(5.8) are the fundamental
equations for a skew ruled V2
in 54. Equation (5.5') involves only K and the congruences i0,), ifa. Let this
be satisfied by a V2 and a geodesic congruence t°y of it. Then when V2 is referred to ili), i"2) as parametric
curves p = const. and w=const.,
equations
(5.7) and (5.8) determine p2 and X to within one and two arbitrary functions
of v, respectively. And for any X thus determined,
equation (5.7) gives a
unique value for v2. Therefore (5.5') is a necessary and sufficient condition
for a given V2 with a given geodesic congruence **ij to be imbeddable
in 54
as a skew ruled V2 with *"H as rulings. Moreover, with piy^O and given im,
equations (5.1) will determine i"P) to within signs. Hence the arbitrariness
of
the imbedding is equal to the arbitrariness
of the solution for the scalars p's,
cr's and v's. It is seen further that if we put X = 0, the equations (5.1)—(5.8)
reduce to a consistent system of equations ; in fact, they reduce to the fundamental equations for a ruled F2 in an 53 of constant scalar curvature C/3 with

second fondamental tensors heb= Piifil1)+Piif if+Piiif
below).

Hence we have the following

if+if

if) (cf. (7.2)

theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Given on a Vi a geodesic congruence i^, Vi can be-imbedded
in an Si of scalar curvature C as a skew ruled surface with *'§) as rulings if and
only if (5.5') is satisfied. If this condition is satisfied, the imbedding, to within a
motion in Si, depends on three arbitrary functions of a single variable. A skew
ruled Vi in Si can be deformed into a ruled V2in an S¡ of scalar curvature equal to
that of Si such that rulings become rulings and that one of the second fundamental
tensors of V2 in Si is identical with the second fundamental
tensor of V2 in S¡

(cf. Theorem 7.1).
5.2. Certain pair of applicable skew ruled

V2 in 54. Let V2, V2 he two

applicable skew ruled surfaces in 54 such that rulings correspond to rulings
and the curvature conies of V2, V2 at corresponding
points are equal. We
suppose that ifo, ¿"„j, i",), *°.) have been so chosen that equations (5.1)—(5.8),
(5.1~)-(5.8-)
hold. Here and in what follows we use a dash to indicate quantities and equations belonging to Vi. Since ds2=ds2 and rulings correspond, the
vectors f£j, ifa differ at most by signs, and therefore we may readjust the
senses of *£) so that fjj = *£). Then
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à = a,

ß = ß = 0.

conies (G), (G) of Vt, Vt at corresponding

points are

equal if and only if
2

(5.10)

cí2p3 = + <rtp3,

2

2

2

2

2

pi + it + 4p3 = pt + at + 4p3

are satisfied. These two equations express the fact that (G), (G) have equal
areas and director circles (cf. (2.22), (2.23)).
Equations (5.1~) determine í¿,) to within signs. Equations (5.3), (5.3~)
and (5.9) give p3= ±p3, from which and (5.10) we see that the senses of i£)
can be so adjusted that
(5.11)

p3 = P3,

Ô-1= C2,

P2 = + P2-

If pi = pt, it follows from (5.11), (5.1)—(5.8) that the scalars p's, o's, v's
are equal for Vt and Vi, and consequently

Vt and Vt are congruent.

If p2= —p2, (5.11) and (3.7)4 show that the normal curvature
for the direction c6is equal to that of Vi at P for the direction

of Vt at P

<5= —<p. In this

case it follows from (5.9), (5.11), (5.6) and (5.6~) that equation (5.6) breaks
up into the two equations

(5.12)

52p3= 0,

Sip2 + apt =-0.

On account of (5.3), equation (5.12)i is the condition that the congruence
of curves K = const, is identical with i"2), that is, it is the orthogonal congruence to the rulings. Moreover, the integrability
condition of (5.12) and (5.5)
is 52a = 0, showing that each curve K = const, has constant geodesic curvature.
It is readily seen from (5.6) that equations (5.12) hold for a skew ruled Vi
in 54 if and only if p2 = 0 is permissible as part of a solution for (5.1)—(5.8).
Now if we put p2=X = 0 in (5.1)—(5.8), the latter equations reduce to the
fundamental
equations of a minimal ruled Vt in an 53 (in 54) whose scalar
curvature is equal to twice that of Si; this can be seen from (7.2). Hence for a
skew ruled Vt in 54, equations (5.12) hold if and only if Vt is deformable into
a minimal ruled Vt in an 53 such that rulings correspond to rulings.
Summing up the preceding results we have the following theorems.

Theorem 5.2. On a skew ruled Vt in Si, the curves along which the Gaussian
curvature K is constant are orthogonal to the rulings if and only if Vt is deformable into a minimal ruled V2 in an S3 such that rulings become rulings. In such
a ruled V2 each of the curves K = const, has constant geodesic curvature.
Theorem

5.3. Let V2, V2 be two applicable skew ruled surfaces in an Si

with rulings corresponding to rulings and equal curvature conies at corresponding
points. If V2 is not deformable into a minimal ruled surface in an S3 such that
rulings become rulings, then V2 and V2 are congruent. If V2 is deformable in the
manner just described, V2 and V2 may or may not be congruent. If they are not
then the normal curvature of V2at any point P for any direction ia is equal to that
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of Vt at the corresponding point P for the direction whose reflection with respect
to the ruling of Vt at P corresponds to i".
When P is a vertex of (G), p2 = 0 and X determines the shape of (G), as
is seen from figure 4. It follows from (5.8) that X = const. y^O is permissible as
part of a solution to (5.1)—(5.8) when and only when C = 0. Hence we have the

following theorem.
Theorem
5.4. In an 54 there exists a skew ruled surface whose curvature
conic at each point P is a nondegenerate ellipse of constant shape having a vertex

at P if and only if Si is an Ri.
5.3. The linear element of a skew ruled Vi in 54. This linear element can
be found from (5.5')- Referring to i\¿¡ as parametric curves, we have

(5.13)

ds2 = du2 + Gdv2,

v = const, being the geodesic congruence

(5.14)

Si = dv, St =->

dv

»"y. For (5.11),
1

a - 3. logG1/2, ß = 0. K =-d,3„G1/2.

Equation (5.5') is
du log (C - K) + 2du log G = 0,

that is,

(5.15)

(C-

K)G2 = - Vi,

where and throughout this section Vi, V2(u), and so on, denote arbitrary
functions of v alone. Using the value for K from (5.12), this becomes

CG2+ (G^YdudjS1'2 = - Vi,
integration

of which gives

CG + (duG1'2)2= Vi + Vi/G,

that is,

(5.16)
In particular,

(duG)2= 4(- CG2+ ViG + Vi).
when C = 0, we have from this

(5.17)

G=

V2u2 + 2V3u+

Vi.

From (5.3) and (5.12)i, if the congruence ii = const. is orthogonal to the
rulings, K is a function of u alone. This is the case if and only if G = U(u) V(v).
as is seen from (5.15) and (5.14). Hence we have the following theorem.
(u) See footnote 9.
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Theorem 5.5. A V2 can be imbedded in an Si as a skew ruled surface with
v = const, as rulings if and only if its linear element is reducible to the form
(5.13) in which G satisfies (5.16). The congruence E = const. is orthogonal to
the rulings if and only if G, as given by (5.16), is a product of a function of u
alone by a function of v alone.
5.4. Developable in 54. The curvature conic at each point P of a developable Vi in 54 is a line segment (G) ending at P, and the congruence along which
Vi has zero normal curvature in 54 is geodesic in Vi. Therefore by choosing
i*3)along (G) and ifa as the geodesic congruence, we have
(5.18)

Pl = P3 = CTl= <r2 = CT3= 0,

Here p2 is or is not equal to zero according

as Vi is or is not plane in 54.

If p2y^Q and ifa is given, (5.16) will determine
case the fundamental
equations (3.6) become

(5.19)
(5.20)

C-E
S1P2+ «P2 = 0,

ß = 0.

i^) to within signs. For this

= 0,

vi = 0,

SiVi + av¡ = 0.

Equation (5.19) shows that F2 has constant Gaussian curvature.
to ili), ili) as parametric curves v =const., u =const., we see that
termined by (5.20)i,3, each to within an arbitrary function of v.
we note that p2 = i'i = i'2= 0 is a particular solution of (5.20).
For a plane Vi in 54, all the p's and cr's are zero, and the
equations (3.6) reduce to (5.19) and

(5.21)

vi = arbitrary,

Hence summing

up the preceding

Referring V2
P2, Vi are deFurthermore,
fundamental

8iv2 + otv2 = 0.
results

we have the following

theorem.

Theorem
5.6. A V2 can be imbedded as a developable in an Si of scalar
curvature C if and only if it has constant Gaussian curvature C. Given arbitrarily
a curve (C) in such V2, it is possible to imbed V2 in Si as a developable with the
geodesies tangent to (C) as rulings. The imbedding depends, to within a motion
in Si, on two arbitrary functions, one of one variable and the other of two variables,
or both of two variables, according as the developable is or is not plane. A developable in Si can be deformed into a plane V2 in an Si whose scalar curvature is

equal to twice that of Si.
It is well known that an E2 (that is, a V2 with E = 0) in an E3 is a developable. This is no longer the case for an R2 in E4; for, the curvature
tensor íz¿"
of an E2 in E4 is not necessarily of rank 1 (cf. Theorem 2.2). But for a ruled
R2 in an E4 we have E = C^=0, so that P3 = 0 is a consequence of (5.1) and
(3.6)i. Hence we have the following theorem.

Theorem

5.7. A ruled E2 in an Ri is a developable.
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Let V2 and V2 be two non-plane developables in 54 which are applicable
to each other such that rulings correspond to rulings and the curvature conies
(which are line segments) at corresponding
points are equal. Then as in §5.2,
we have (5.9) and p2 = p2. Since v2 has only to satisfy equation (5.20)3 and
therefore depends on an arbitrary function of one variable, we have proved
the following counterpart
to Theorem 5.3:

Theorem 5.8. A non-plane developable in an Si can be deformed into infinitely many developables in Si such that rulings become rulings and the curvature conies at corresponding points are equal. The deformation depends on one
arbitrary function of one variable.
6. Surface in P4 with an orthogonal net of Voss. A V2 in an P4 is said to
have a net of Voss if its two conjugate congruences are uniquely determined
and the curves of the two congruences are geodesies of V2. A few properties
of a V2 in Ri with an orthogonal net of Voss were given by Zitto [17] (cf. also
Schouten-Struik
[15, pp. 150-153]). Here we obtain the finite equations of
such a V2 by actually integrating its fundamental
equations.
Since the conjugate net is unique and orthogonal, the curvature conic (G)
at each point P is a line segment not passing through P (see paragraph below
(2.29)). And since V2 has mutually orthogonal congruences of geodesies, it

follows from Liouville's formula (1.6) that K = 0, that is, the Vt is an P2.
Consequently,

the line segment

(G) at each point P of Vt subtends

a right

angle at P (cf. Theorem 2.2).
Now if we choose i*p)suitably and take ifa as the unit tangent vectors to
the net, we have, as in (3.7)6,
(6.1)

pi = p3 = <xt = <r3 = 0.

Since i\e) are geodesic congruences,

(6.2)

a - ß - 0.

Furthermore,
since the line segment (G) does nbt pass through P, neither
nor <Tican be zero. Then the fundamental
equations (3.6) reduce to
(6.3)

Sip2 = S2r/i = 0,

p2

Vi = Vi = 0.

For an P2, equations (6.1)-(6.3) have solutions for i[c) and the p's, cr's, v's.
Therefore, there exist in an P4 surfaces with an orthogonal net of Voss.
We now proceed to find the finite equations of such F2's. With i[c) as
parametric
curves, the linear element of P2 is

(6.4)

ds2 = du2 + dv2,

so that T%= 0, and

(6.5)

ia) = ia ' = (1, 0),

iai2)= il ' = (0, 1),

Si = d„,

52 = d„.
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Then it follows from (6.1)-(6.3) that
if. es

t.<3>
T/°.<2>.<2>
heb
= V
le lb ,

(6.6)

t«
r.o.(D.(i)
heb
= U
le 1» ,

Ve = 0,

where ¿7° (=<7ï), F° ( = P2) are respectively nonzero functions
Therefore the fundamental equations (3.1) become
. «
„«
Ocy = He,

(6-7)

. .'

. D«
Oe&b =

T.0.(2).&

Oc*(3) =

— K le

«

T/.(2)
V lc

.«

1(2)-D¡>,

.(2).«
1(2)1(3) +

..».ID.*

Ocl(4) =-(/},

„«.(D.d).«
U lc lb

¿"a)= V\

1(1)¿>5,

(6.7)s,4for c = l, 2,

4) = #\

where V', U* are vectors in E4 depending
(6.7)s,4 for c = 2, 1, respectively, are

(6.9)

1(4),

„«

where y* are rectangular Cartesian coordinates in E4.
We shall now solve this system of equations. Equations
respectively, are dMi'g¡= 0, dj'^ = 0. Therefore

(6.8)

of u, v alone.

on i>, m alone, respectively.

Then

(FV = - V°B"2, (U')' = - u'bI

These together with (6.7)i give

r iU'Y + j__(fí).
r ivy
_r = J__¿íí

(6.10)
Substituting

in (6.7)2 the values for i'z), i"i)t and B"cfrom (6.8) and (6.9) we

have

(6.11)

((U'Y/uoy = - uw,

If we multiply

the first equation
((U')'/U0)2

Therefore

((V')'/v°y = - vw.

by 2(U')'/UI>

and integrate,

the result is

+ (U')2 = const. = (A")2.

we may put

(6.12),
To determine

U' = A' cos 0«,

(U'Y/U0 = A' sin 0«.

d we need only substitute

the first equation

in the second one

and find that (0')'= - U°. Hence

(6.12)2

0« = -

f f/o¿M_|_c«

(C. = const.)

Similarly, we derive from (6.11)2

(6.13) V" = B' cos p',

(V')'/V° = B' sin ci', <¿>'
= -

f V°dv+ D'
(B', D* const.).
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Using (6.12) and (6.13) in (6.10), we have

- y = A' f sin ( - f U°du+ C'j du
(6.14)

+ B' f sin( - f V°dv+ D*\dv.
Suppose that suitable

(6.15)

constants

of integration

f U°dum - U,

have been added to

f V°dv= - V

so that (7=0, V=0 at some point Po(uo, vo). Then at P0 we have

(ö")o = C',
(6.16)

(<t>')o= D',

(i"3))o = (V")o = B' cos D',

(5Í)o = - A' sin C',

(i(4))o = (U")o = A' cos C',

(P2)o - - B' sin Z>\

Now according to Eisenhart's theorem quoted in §3, the vectors (P")o,
(B'i)o, (i(3))o, (t(4))o can be chosen arbitrarily as long as they satisfy the following relations

(6.17)

£ B'eB'b= Seb, B'eilP)=0, 4»*"'-4

(6,c= 1, 2;p, ? = 3, 4).

JC

Therefore we may choose -^'

= (l,0,0,0),P'cos/J'
that is,

sin C'= (Pi)o= (0, 1, 0, 0), -B'

= (¿('3))o
= (0,0, -l,0),^'cosC'
¿i = ¿a = 0>
¿2 sin C2 = -

(6.18)

¿2cosC2

(6 19)

ßl = ßi = 0j
1,

= 0,

¿4 sin G4 = 0,

¿4cosC4=-l,

B1sinD1=-l,

B3sinD3

B1 cos D1 = 0,

53 cos D3 = - 1.

A solution of these equations

¿«=(0,-1,0,-1),
C2 = 2-^,

sin D'= (B'2)o

= (^4))o= (0,0,0,-1);

= 0,

is

C4 = 0,

B'=

(-1,0,

D1 = 2"%,

-1,0),

Z>3= 0.

If we use these in (6.15) and simplify, the result is

(6.20)

y" = ( I cosVdv, I cos Udu, I sin Vdv, I sin Uduj,

where U, Fare

as defined by (6.15) and are therefore arbitrary

non constant
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functions of u, v, respectively. Other solutions of (6.18) lead to the same result
(6.20). Hence we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Any surface in Ri with an orthogonal net of Voss is congruent
to one of the surfaces (6.20), where y are rectangular Cartesian coordinates in Ri
and U, V, are respectively nonconstant functions of u, v alone.
The simplest
(6.21)
which is obtained

of such surfaces is
y = (sin v, sin u, —cos v, —cos u),
by putting

V = v, U = u in (6.20). This surface is well known

for the fact that it is a closed E2 in E4 (cf. Tompkins [l6]).
7. A correspondence between a V2 in an 53 and an isometric

V2 in an 54.

We propose to solve the following problem : Given a Vi in an S3, to find the
imbedding of an isometric Vi in an Si such that one of the second fundamental
tensors of Vi in Si is identical with the second fundamental tensor of Vi in Si.
N. Coburn [5] gave two examples of such a correspondence,
one for an
arbitrary V2 in 53 and one for a ruled V¡ in 53. Here we give a complete solution of the problem by proving the following theorem.

Theorem
7.1. Let the constant scalar curvatures of an Si and an Si be C'
and C, respectively. Then our problem has the following, and only the following,
solutions (where the imbedding is described to within a motion in Si) :
(la) C<C. For an arbitrarily given Vi in S3, there is in general one and only
one solution. The curvature conic of the isometric Vi in Si at each point P of
this V2 is a line segment at the constant distance (C — C)1/2 from P, and the im-

bedding of this V2in Si is unique.
(lb) Cyi C'. If the linear element of V2in S3 is reducible to
tidu2 + ae2edv2
ds2 = 1 - ee2e

(0 y^ const.;

e, ei, €2 = ± 1)

when referred to its lines of curvature, there is another solution than (la). The
imbedding of this isometric V2 in Si is unique or depends on one arbitrary constant according ds the lines of curvature of Vi in S3 do not form or form an isometric net, that is, according as 9y± U+ V or 0 = ¿7+ V, where U, V are functions of u, v alone. The curvature conic (G) of this V2 in Si is always a line segment.
(2) C=C
(2a) For any V2 in 53, there is a trivial solution; the V2 in 5s
may be considered as a surface in Si.
(2b) For an arbitrarily given V2 in S3, there is in general one and only one
solution other than the trivial one (la). The imbedding of this isometric V2 in
Si depends on an arbitrary function of one variable and on an arbitrary solution
of a linear partial differential equation of second order in two independent variables. The curvature conic of this V2 in Si is in general not degenerate.
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(2c) If the Vi in 53 has a geodesic congruence of lines of curvature, there is
another solution than (2a) and (2b). The imbedding of this isometric Vt in Si
depends on an arbitrary function of a single variable, and the curvature conic of
this Vt in Si is always a line segment.
(2d) If the Vi in 53 is a ruled surface, there is a solution other than (2a) and
(2b). The imbedding of this isometric Vi in Si depends on two arbitrary functions
of one variable. This Vi in Si is also a ruled surface, and its curvature conic is in
general not degenerate.

Proof. For a Vt in an 53, let K be its Gaussian curvature; ifc, i"2) two mutually orthogonal congruences; ß, a their geodesic curvatures
(cf. §1.2); and
,,

.

(7.1;

.

.(D.(l>

Heb = Pile

the second fundamental
are

lb

.<»).(*).

+ Pile

lb

,.(D.(2)

+

Pz(le

lb

(2).(1)

+le

tensor. Then the fundamental

lb)

equations

of F2 in 53

C — K = p3.— pipí,
(7.2)

S2pi — Sip3 + j3(pi — p2) — 2ap3 = 0,
8ip2 — S2p3 — a(pi — pt) — 2ßp3 = 0,

where C = —P'/6 is the constant scalar curvature of 53. We notice that these
equations are obtainable from (3.6) by putting cri=cr2=cr3 = 0, Pi = v2 = 0, and

C=C.
Let us suppose that a Vt, isometric to the Vt in 53, is imbedded in an 54
of scalar curvature C/6 such that its second fundamental
tensor h$ in 54 is
identical with the second fundamental
tensor (7.1) of Vt in 53. Using the

same ifc, i(2) for both cases, we have, by comparing

(7.3)

(7.2) with (3.6),

C - C = <t\ - cio-t,

(7.4)

Vl<J3 =

V2<Tl,

Vld

=

V2C3,

S2<ri — 5i<r3 + j8(<ri — c2) — 2a<r3 + vip3 — v2pi = 0,

(7.5)
(7.6)

Si<r2 — 52<r3 — a(ai

82vi — SiVt + ßvi — avt + (px — p2)a3 — (a

Our problem is to
gruences i^i), ¿(82)and
two cases Ct^C and
Case 1. Cj^C. In

(7.7)

— <r2) — 2ßc3 + v2p3 — Vipi = 0,

solve equations (7.3)-(7.6) for the cr's and v's, the conthe p's being given and satisfying (7.2). Consider the
C=C separately.
this case, equations (7.3) and (7.4) are equivalent to

C - C = o-l - <rio-2
¿¿ 0,

vi « vs - 0.

Let us choose ¿"d, tfi) to be the lines of curvature

(7.8)

— a2)p3 = 0.

P3 = 0.

of V2 in 53, so that
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(7.6) becomes (pi —p2)crs= 0. If Pi = pi, our choice of ifa is

still arbitrary. We may choose it so that cr3= 0. Hence from the
equation we always have that
(7.9)

preceding

cr3 = 0.

Equations (7.8) and (7.9) show that the curvature conic (G) of the V2 in 5«
is a line segment.
On account of (7.7)—(7.9), equations (7.3) and (7.5) become

(7.10)

a-io-i= C' - C m em2 y± 0

(7.11)

52(7i + ßio~i — cr2) = 0,

In accordance
(7.12)

(7.13)

Si(T2 — a(<Ti — 0-2) = 0.

with (7.10), let us put
<ri = me6,

Then equations

(« - ± 1, m « const.),

a2 = (me~e.

(7.11) become
Si0 = a(i - (e2*),

Saß = ß((e-2> - 1).

Thus we have a desirable imbedding of Vi in 54 if and only if the lines of
curvature »§), *§) of V2 in 5s are such that equations (7.13) admit a solution

for0.
The integrability condition of (7.13) is
(7.14)

(1 - (e-M)[(8rf - aß) - e2e(S2a- aß)] = 0.

This condition can be satisfied in three ways.
Firstly, we may have 1 —(e~M= 0, that is,

(7.15)
Then

6=1,
equations

(7.13) are identically

0 = 0.
satisfied,

and equations

(7.12) and

(7.10) give
(7.16)

o-i = <72= m = const,

C' - C = m2 > 0.

In (7.7), (7.9) and (7.16) we have a solution of equations (7.3)-(7.6), and
therefore a desirable imbedding of Vi in 54. The given V2 in 53 is entirely
unrestricted,
but the scalar curvature of 54 has to be smaller than twice that
of St, as is seen from (7.16). The curvature conic at each point P of such V2
in 54 is a line segment ata constant distance <ri= m = (C' —C)112from P. This
proves (la) of the theorem.
To satisfy (7.14), we may also have

(7.17)

S2«- aß = 0,

Siß - aß = 0.

Condition (7.14) being now identically satisfied, equations (7.13) are completely integrable. Consequently,
ai and cr2are uniquely determined when the
value of 6 at a certain point of V is given. This is a desirable imbedding of V%
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in 54 depending on one arbitrary constant. We note from (7.17) that the lines
of curvature ifo, *J) of V2 in 53 form an isometric net (cf. (1.7)). Conversely,
if there exists a non-constant
scalar 6 satisfying (7.13) in which *("), i"2) form
an isometric net, then (7.17) are true. For, in this case, 52a = 8iß, so that
(7.17) is a consequence of (7.14). The curvature conic (G) of the V2 in 54 is
the line segment:
2 = pi cos2 <f>+ p2 sin2 d>,

f 7 181

2 = 0-1cos2 d>+ a sin2 d>

(ai<x2 = C — C = const.).

An example of such V2 in 53 is obtained by putting a=j3 = 0. Then K = 0
and the fundamental
which are equivalent

equations
to

C 9*0,

(7.2) reduce to C'=— pip2, 52pi = 0, Sip2 = 0,

pi = const. ?¿ 0,

pt = — C'/pi = const.,

orto

C = 0,

pi = 0,

Sip2 = 0.

The latter case gives a developable surface in an P3.
Finally, if none of the equations in (7.17) is satisfied,

the last possible

solution of (7.14) is
(7.19)

SijS - aß

te2' =-5¿

1,

52a — aß

e(Siß - aß)

that is, 26 = log-

(82a — aß)

•

Using this in (7.13) we have
Si log-

i(5i|8 - aß)
(52a — aß)

(7.20)

'

t(Siß - aß)

52 log---—

(Sta -aß)

Sta - Siß
= 2a-j¿

0,

Sta — aß

-S2a - 5ij3

= 2/3-

8iß - aß

^ 0.

If the lines of curvature of Vt in 53 satisfy these equations, the function 0
and consequently cri, cr2, are uniquely determined.
Therefore, we have here-a
uniquely determined desirable imbedding of the isometric F2 in 54. The curvature conic for this Vt in 54 is the line segment (7.18).
From (7.13) we can find the form of the ds2, referred to the lines of curvature, for the Vt of the cases (7.17) and (7.20). Take i§j, i(2) as parametric
curves, then we have (1.12) and (1.13), and equations (7.13) become

-

oue

1 — ee2ä

Integration

= ¿>ulog G"2,

dve

——-

ee~2> — 1

= a. log P"2.

of these gives

U*

E =
1 -

te29

V*e2°
1 -

ee2B
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where ¿7*, V* are respectively some functions
obvious transformation
on u and v, we have
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of u, v alone. Therefore

after an

ddu2 + (2e2edv2

(7.21)

ds2 =-»

e, ei, «2 = ± 1.
1 - (e2$

We have seen that the case (7.17) arises when <Mconst, and **i)i *(°s)form an
isometric net, that is, when
G/E = tiae2" y± const.

is the product of a function
of this V2 is

of u with a function of v. Hence the linear element
du2 + dv2

(7.22)

ds2 =--,

Í7+ V

where ¿7= Z7(m), V= V(v) are not both constant. We have thus completed
the proof of the first part of the theorem.
Case 2. C' = C. Equations (7.3) and (7.4) are equivalent to
2

(7.23)

cr3 — cri(T2 = 0,

Via = v2cri.

I

If all the cr's are zero, it follows from (7.6) that
(7.24)

52j'i — Siv2 + ßvi — av2 = 0.

In consequence of this, we can choose the normals i"3), ifo to V2 in Si so that
j/1= J/2= 0. For, from (7.24) and (1.4) it follows that a scalar/ exists so that
"i = Si/,

Vi = S2/,

that is,

vc = dcf.

Now if we use
i(3) = 1(3) cos/+

as the normals

i(4) sin/,

i(4) = — i(3) sin/-)-

to Vi in 54, the corresponding

i(4) cos/

vector vc* is (cf. (2.3))

Vc= 5ci(3)Vxi« = Vc— BcV\f = dcf - dcf = 0,
as was to be proved. This being the case, equations (7.3)-(7.6) are now all
satisfied. But we have here only a trivial imbedding of an isometric V2 in 54,
because the Vi in 5s may be considered as a V¡ in 54. This proves (2a) of the
theorem.
Let us suppose that not all the cr's are zero. Then we may choose **y so that
(7.25)

Equation
(7.26)

cr3 = 0.

(7.23) now gives
cr2 = 0,

o-i yi 0,

v2 = 0,
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(7.6) become

82<ti+ ßa + vip3 — 0, 52j,i + ßvi — cip3 = 0, ao~i + vip2 = 0.

To study the consistency

of these equations

in <Tiand vi, we have to distin-

guish whether ci = 0or i^^O.
If vi =0, these equations

(7.28)
Equations

vi = 0,

reduce to

a = 0,

pa = 0,

S2ai + ßci = 0.

(7.28)2,3 show that the lines of curvature

ifa of V2 in 53 are geo-

desies in Vi. And it follows from (7.25), (7.26) and (7.28)i,4 that we have
a desirable imbedding of an isometric V2 in 54 which depends on an arbitrary
solution cri of the linear partial differential equation (7.28)4- This solution oi,
when the linear element of V2 is referred to »(">,ifa as parametric
curves
v= const., m = const., is seen to depend on one arbitrary function of u. Hence
the imbedding depends on an arbitrary function of a single variable. On account of (7.25) and (7.28)3, the curvature conic of V2 in 54 is a line segment.

This proves (2c) of Theorem 7.1.
If ^i^O, equations

(7.29)

(7.27)i,2 can be written

S2 log in +/3 + pa — = 0,

S2\ogvi + ß-

CTi

Subtraction

Vl

gives 52 log (ori/i'i) + (i'i/ci+cri/ï'i)p3

= 0, that

S2 log (cri/Vi)
Vl/oi

+

P3— = 0.
is,

S2ai/vi

Oi/vi

1 +

(ffi/vi)2

Therefore
(7.30)

P3 = 52 arctan

At this stage we have to consider

(— ai/v¿).

the cases a^0

or a = 0 separately.

If a^0, then it follows from (7.26)2 and (7.27)3 that p2?^0. We eliminate
ai/vi from (7.30) and (7.27)3 and get
(7.31)

p3 = 52 arctan

(pi/a).

This is a necessary condition for (7.27) to have a solution
it is also sufficient. If (7.31) is satisfied, Oi is given by
(7.32)

for en, vi. Evidently

52 log 0-1 + ß - p3a/p2 = 0,

which is obtained from (7.27)3 and (7.29)i by elimination of vi/<Ti. Therefore
if o-j is a solution of (7.32), the most general solution will be

(7.33)

o-i = peí,

where p. is any solution of 52p = 0. Hence referring

F2to ta), i\2) as parametric
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curves we see that for given i\i), Ufa satisfying (7.31), the solution for <ri, vi
depends on an arbitrary function of a single variable.
We now show that for any V2 in 53 there exist orthogonal
congruences
i'l), i\2) satisfying (7.31). Let í\d, i"2) be expressed in terms of two given orthogonal congruences iffi, i*2):
,a

.*a

.*a

.

.a

i(D = i(i) cos 6 + i(2) sin 6,

*a

.

.#o

1(2) = — i(i) sin 6 + im cos 0.

Then a= — (5*0— ß*) sin 8 + (ô*d+a*) cos 6 and a is not identically zero.
Consequently
equation
(7.31) will become a linear differential
equation of
the second order in 6.
Hence we have here a solution of the problem in which the imbedding of
the isometric V2 in 54 depends on an arbitrary
function of a single variable
and on an arbitrary
solution of a linear partial differential equation of the
second order in two independent variables. The curvature conic (G) of such
V2in Si is
z = pi cos2 p + p2 sin2 p + 2pi cos p sin p,

t = ci cos2 p,

which is in general nondegenerate.
This proves (2b) of Theorem 7.1.
Let us now return to the stage where (7.30) appeared. If a = 0, then since
Pit^O in the case under consideration,
it follows from (7.27)3 that P2 = 0. Then
the second fundamental
tensor of V2 in 53 is
.(D.(l)

heb = Pile

,.(!>.(2)

lb

+

Pi(lc

lb

.(2).(1)

+

lc

lb

),

showing that i"2) lS an asymptotic
congruence of V2 in 53. Since a = 0 is the
geodesic curvature of *°2), V2 is generated by a one-parameter
family of geodesies in 53, that is, V2 is a ruled surface in 53.
Consider equation (7.30). Let 6° be a solution of ô20= P3, then the most
general solution of (7.30) is
arctan

where p is an arbitrary

(7.34)

solution

(— 01/vi)

= 0° + p.,

of Öip = 0. Therefore

o-i/mi - - tan(0° + M).

Using this in (7.29)i we get
62 log 0-1+ ß - pi cot (0° + p.) = 0.

If ai is a solution
(7.35)

of this equation,

the most general solution

is

c

cri = Xcri,

where X is an arbitrary solution of ¿>2X
= 0. Hence in this case we have a solution for tri, vi depending on two arbitrary solutions of the linear differential
equation 52X= 0, that is, we have a desirable imbedding of an isometric V2
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in S, which depends on two arbitrary functions of a single variable. The
curvature conic (G) of the isometric VI in S, is
Z

==

Pl

cost cp

+ 2pa sin cp cos cp,

t ==

CTl

cos! cp,

which is in general nondegenerate. Since CTt == P2 == 0, the isometric VI in S, is
also a ruled surface in S,. This proves the last part of Theorem 7.1.
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